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Current report in compliance with art. 234 letter i) of FSA Regulation no 5/2018 and art. 92 index 3 

of Law 24/2017 with subsequent modifications and completions 

Reporting date: 14.04.2021 
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Phone/fax number: 021-203.82.00 / 021 – 316.94.00  
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Regulated market on which the issued securities are traded: Bucharest Stock Exchange 

 

To:  Bucharest Stock Exchange 

Financial Supervisory Authority  

 

 

Significant event to report:  

Societatea Nationala Nuclearelectrica S.A. (“SNN”) has concluded legal acts of the kind listed in 

art. 234 paragraph 1, letter i) of FSA Regulation no 5/2018 on issuers of financial instruments and 

market operations and art. 92 index 3 of Law 24/2017 with subsequent modifications and 

completions 

 

We specify the fact that the cumulated value of the legal acts concluded with Engie Romania S.A. by 

Societatea Nationala Nuclearelectrica S.A. (“SNN”) as a seller, exceeds cumulatively 5% of the value of 

SNN's net assets value as well as 10% of the net turnover related to the last annual financial statement, 

and considering this, in accordance with the provisions of art. 923 of Law 24/2017 with subsequent 

amendments and completions and with the provisions of art. 234 letter i) of the FSA Regulation no. 

5/2018, SNN has the obligation to report including the cumulated value of these transactions. 

 

In accordance with the provisions of art. 234 paragraph 1, letter i) of FSA Regulation no 5/2018 and art. 

92 index 3 of Law 24/2017, Societatea Nationala Nuclearelectrica S.A. (“SNN”) reports the conclusion of 

four legal acts the value of which exceeds, in the past 12 months, cumulated with the transactions 

concluded with Engie Romania S.A., 10% of the net turnover for the financial year 2019, as follows:  

 

1. Transaction no 38786 

 

Contract data Contractual provisions stipulated in the contract 

Contracting Parties  Transaction concluded between Societatea Nationala 

Nuclearelectrica S.A. (SNN) and Engie Romania S.A. 

Conclusion date and act no 13.04.2021, transaction no 38786 

Nature of the legal contract Annex to EFET Contract no 1236/08.12.2017 concluded 

on the Centralized Market with double continuous 

negotiation for bilateral contracts (PC-OTC), managed 

by the Romanian gas and electricity market operator 

(O.P.C.O.M.)   
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Object description    Wholesale energy sale 

Period: 01.07.2021-31.12.2021 

 

2. Transaction no 38788 

 

Contract data Contractual provisions stipulated in the contract 

Contracting Parties  Transaction concluded between Societatea Nationala 

Nuclearelectrica S.A. (SNN) and Engie Romania S.A. 

Conclusion date and act no 13.04.2021, transaction no 38788 

Nature of the legal contract Annex to EFET Contract no 1236/08.12.2017 concluded 

on the Centralized Market with double continuous 

negotiation for bilateral contracts (PC-OTC), managed 

by the Romanian gas and electricity market operator 

(O.P.C.O.M.)   

Object description    Wholesale energy sale 

Period: 01.07.2021-31.12.2021 

 

3. Transaction no 38799 

 

Contract data Contractual provisions stipulated in the contract 

Contracting Parties  Transaction concluded between Societatea Nationala 

Nuclearelectrica S.A. (SNN) and Engie Romania S.A. 

Conclusion date and act no 13.04.2021, transaction no 38799 

Nature of the legal contract Annex to EFET Contract no 1236/08.12.2017 concluded 

on the Centralized Market with double continuous 

negotiation for bilateral contracts (PC-OTC), managed 

by the Romanian gas and electricity market operator 

(O.P.C.O.M.)   

Object description    Wholesale energy sale 

Period: 01.07.2021-31.12.2021 

 

4. Transaction no 38805 

 

Contract data Contractual provisions stipulated in the contract 

Contracting Parties  Transaction concluded between Societatea Nationala 

Nuclearelectrica S.A. (SNN) and Engie Romania S.A. 

Conclusion date and act no 13.04.2021, transaction no 38805 

Nature of the legal contract Annex to EFET Contract no 1236/08.12.2017 concluded 

on the Centralized Market with double continuous 

negotiation for bilateral contracts (PC-OTC), managed 

by the Romanian gas and electricity market operator 

(O.P.C.O.M.)   

Object description    Wholesale energy sale 

Period: 01.07.2021-31.12.2021 

Cumulated value of transactions over the 

last 12 months  

494.997.341,72 lei 
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Kind regards, 

 

Chief Executive Officer 

Cosmin GHIȚĂ 

 

 

 

Chief Financial Officer 

Paul ICHIM 

 

 

  

Transcations Department Manager 

Emilian BARBULESCU  

 

 

 

Head of  Communication and Investor relations Department 

Valentina DINU 

 


